
 

Elegy for McGrath 

    

“All of us live twice at the same time . . .” 

                                                 —Thomas McGrath, 1916 – 1990  

 

 

I brought the zinnia and the rusted combine bones back from the dead. 

I thought of you with your rough-smoked face, your guttural and your cough, the gentle  

     lay of weighing your tongue into the world. 

 

Whether it was a blues for Cisco Houston, unstrung with cancer, poor at forty-two. 

Whether it was lamenting Asia and the American dead. 

 

The possum-eyed working-class girl won your heart. 

We saw you through the way you saw us first, through the sharp teeth and tendering of  

     taking a log. 

 

Can I say, in these woods, I love you? Can I turn toward your ghost dance as if I lived in  

     Cheyenne? 

Can the buffalo branch, the tree of Lenin and Marx, the astrological root of Galileo in all  

     his madness, come to me as if all I wore was black and you were the inside scar of a  

     star? 

 

So, it was your grandfather who came to Dakota in 1880 and traded with the Indians as  

     he freighted from Fargo to Winnipeg, driving a Red River oxcart, Remington at his  

     side, through the season of mud? 

So, you never gave up the names, made Martin Dies and the House Un-American  

     Activities Committee cringe? So, a long time from now they might still call you  

     Tommie the Commie? 

 

Take my hand, compañero, bring me the coal fire. Let us praise not the slaw but the  

     cabbage half-cocked with vinegar. 

I love you like I love an old road of rebellion, like I love petunias over this grave or that,  

     like I love the chromium bones and imperfect precision of your not-yet, of your  

     never-quite dead. 
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This poem previously appeared in Pemmican, 2006, Issue No. 32. 

 

It was reprinted in: “Eating the Pure Light”: Homage to Thomas McGrath. Omaha: 

Backwaters Press, 2009: 42. 

 



 

The Cosmologies of Sexual Congress 

 

 

Apparently I was busy last night while I slept. 

I woke to letters from John and Patrick—that I had been in both of their dreams. 

 

I’d dreamt of Gene Frumkin. 

He and Alvaro were back from Spain, and he was reading poems in the backroom of a  

     restaurant. 

 

Then Thomas McGrath arrived with Moroccan oranges. 

I was embarrassed to be among them, with the sweat of garlic at my groin. 

 

My report cannot—will not—be official. 

There are two whooping cranes in a forest preserve in Illinois who practice invisibility. 

 

Strange need of impossible fear, how might I dull your pinprick sweat? 

We are alive for such a short sound we cannot possibly remove our scar. 

 

The compass of my heart keeps turning in all directions at once. 

That’s one explanation for why part of me leaves when I sleep. 

 

I admit that I practice austerities, that the cosmologies of sexual congress, when retained,  

     leach into my brain. 

A woman with perfect breasts keeps handing me an orange from Barcelona, and the juice  

     of all I could possibly be drips down my chin, across our mouths. 
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This poem previously appeared in Solo Café, Autumn 2010, Nos. 8 & 9: 29. 

 

It was reprinted in the book, The Hermit’s Way of Being Human. Cincinnati: Word Tech, 

2015.   

 



 

Our Desire 

 

 

Sometimes I am damp with the Christmas wish of others. 

I stand still. I move. I attribute my sadness to the hunched munch of the cows. 

 

I have been browsing a book all day, searching for a lamppost in North Dakota. 

The snow is thick, the streets bare. I am the only horoscope on the street. 

 

Say I could say your name backwards and it would be mine. 

I think I go to the mirror for precisely that sound. 

 

Is it Tom McGrath and my beard’s asleep? Farm combine and never relent? 

Is it yards and yards of snow around that post while the lanterns fade? 

 

I might buy a tiny Zen garden and confiscate the rakes. 

Let the sand in my throat well-enough alone, though you yourself may crawl through it  

     with the wet, with our simple desire, simply, to leave. 
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This poem previously appeared in Omega 2006, Issue 6. 

 

It was reprinted in the book, The Hermit’s Way of Being Human. Cincinnati: Word Tech, 

2015.   

 


